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In [ 11, we defined a category B consisting of 4-tuples (X, Y, f, g) where X and Y 
are compact, connected oriented n-manifolds with nonempty boundaries aX and aY 
and f, g : X -+ Y are maps such that g( ax) C aY. We used the double 2g : 2X + 2Y 
and a map f^ = if r : 2X -+ 2Y, where r : 2X -+ X is a retraction and i : Y + 2Y 
the inclusion, and claimed on the first line of p. 70 of [l] that the coincidence set 
Coin(f, 29) = Coin(f, g). Derek Hacon has pointed out that if zr E Coin(f, g) such that 
f(z) = g(z) E aY, then --z E Coin(f^, 29) as well, so our claim is false for the category 
B. 
However, except for Section 3, all the theorems in [l] are correct as stated, that is, 
for the category B. To correct the proofs, we introduce the category B+ that consists 
of those 4-tuples (X, Y, f, g) in B for which the map g has the additional property that 
it maps the interior of X to the interior of Y. The claim Coin(f^, 29) = Coin(f, g) is 
correct for the category B+ so defining the coincidence index on an open set W, now 
denoted by i,+ (W; f, g), as on the last line of p. 69, Section 3 is correct for the index 
i,t. 
In order to show that the rest of the paper holds in the larger category B, we make 
use of the following construction. Choose collars CX and CY for the boundaries of 
X and Y. Denote a point of X by z if it is not in CX but by (2, s) for z E aX 
if it is; and similarly denote a point in CY by (y, t). For a map k: X + Y, define 
Ic+ :X --+ Y as follows. Set k+(z) = It(z) if k(z) 4 CY. If k-(z) = (y,t) E CY but 
II: $ CX, let k+(z) = (y, y). If 7c(z, S) = (y,t), let Ic+(z, s) = (y, t) if t > s and 
k+(z, s) = (y, F) if t < s. The map Ic+ is homotopic to Ic and, if Ic takes aX into 
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i3Y, then the homotopy can have the same property. For (X, Y, f, g) E B, we apply the 
construction to obtain (X, Y, f+, gf) E B+, noting that Coin(f+, g+) = Coin(f, g). 
In Section 5, define the Nielsen number NB+ for the category B+ by means of the 
index i,+ and, for (X, Y, f, g) E B, set NB(~, g) = NB+ (f+, gf). Since Theorem 5.2 
holds for B+, the homotopy invariance of the usual Nielsen number implies that this 
definition is independent of the choice of f+ and g +. It is then straightforward to show 
that the results of Section 5 do hold for NB. The only change needed in Sections 6 and 7 
is an adjustment in the proof of Theorem 6.2, based on the construction of the map Ic+ 
above. 
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